MRT's Dual Pump & Motor System Adds Longer Life

The only standard feature of its kind in the liftgate industry, Anthony’s MRT dual pump and motor assembly works half as hard to make your hydraulic system last longer!

- Two pumps and motors, working together, share the work of a single, larger system. Add the protection of thermally protected motors and you have the formula for longer life and reliability.

- The dual motor system provides its own backup, eliminating the need for a costly auxiliary pump and motor. In the unlikely event of a problem in one pump or motor, the other pump and motor unit automatically continues to run. This unique feature insures against interrupted deliveries and costly downtime.

For more information on this or any other MRT liftgate feature, please contact Anthony Customer Support at 815-842-3383. You can also fax your request to 815-844-3612 or send us an e-mail at sales@anthonyliftgates.com. Be sure to visit us on-line at www.anthonyliftgates.com.

Taking liftgate quality to new heights!
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